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Captive Insurance
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Definition
◦ A subsidiary formed to insure the loss exposures of
its parent company (companies) and affiliates
whose primary purpose usually is to reduce the
parent’s cost of risk.



Relationship of captive to parent is similar to
any other insurer
◦ Collects premium, issues policies, pays losses



Usually is very large companies and involves
captive purchasing reinsurance
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Single Parent



Group Captive



Risk Retention Group



Agency Captive



Rent-a-Captive



Protected Cell Captive
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Definition
◦ A captive insurer owned by one company that
insures all or part of the loss exposures of that
company.
 Considered to be a hybrid plan
 Loss retained by captive are in effect, retained by
parent



Usually requires at least $2 million in
premium to be viable option
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Group Captive
◦ Owned by a group of companies, usually operating
similar businesses, rather than a single parent



Association Captive
◦ A group captive that is sponsored by an
association.
 Must be a member of the association to buy from
captive



Depending on design can be transfer plan or
act as a hybrid plan
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Definition
◦ A group captive formed under the US Liability Risk
Retention Act of 1986 to provide liability coverage
(except personal insurance, employer liability, and
workers’ comp).



Rules and Benefits
◦ All owners must be from same industry and must
be insured by RRG; and all insureds must be owners
◦ Main benefit is that it only needs to be licensed in
one state to provide coverage in any other state
 Saves money
 Some states are litigating regulatory oversight
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Agency Captive
◦ Captive owned by insurance agents or brokers
rather than by the organizations insured.
 Formed in response to hard markets
 Allows agents and brokers to assume some risk and
generate underwriting and investment income
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Rent-a-Captive
◦ Arrangement in which organization rents capital
from a captive insurer, to which it pays premium
and receives reimbursement for its losses
 Insureds keep own premium and loss accounts, no
sharing of losses
 Allows for quick set up with captive without tying up
capital



Protected Cell Company
◦ Similar to rent-a-captive , but protects a
participants assets and surplus in the event other
participants become insolvent
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Reducing the cost of risk
◦ Reduces underwriting expenses, overhead costs,
and allows for investment income from premium



Benefitting from cash flow
◦ Investment income earned due to payout patterns
and benefits of retrospective programs



Obtaining insurance not otherwise available
◦ Environmental, professional liability and TRIA
coverages



Direct access to reinsurers
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Direct access to reinsurers
◦ Capture ceding commissions and better terms



Negotiating with Insurers
◦ Captive allows options and bargaining power



Centralizing Loss Retention
◦ Subsidiaries and franchise would buy insurance
from captive
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Obtaining Potential Cash Flow Advantages on
Income Taxes
◦ Premiums considered a business expense



Controlling Losses
◦ Loss control programs reap immediate savings to
captive and/or parent organization



Obtaining Rate Equity
◦ Better able to predict losses and therefore benefit
from accurate loss history
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Capital Requirements and Start-up Costs
◦ Must capitalize new corporation in order to pay losses
◦ Can be in the millions to capitalize for large programs



Sensitivity to losses
◦ Especially true in early years



Pressure from Parent Company Management
◦ Captive arms-length, but may be pressured to have low
premiums



Premium Taxes and Residual Market Loadings
◦ Must pay fees and taxes as regulated by location where
domiciled.
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Fronting Company
◦ A licensed insurer that issues an insurance policy (paper)
and reinsures the loss exposures back to a captive insurer
owned by the insured organization
 Provides paper to show coverage
 Can provide claims handling and loss control services for
a fee
◦ Fronting fee can range from 8% to more than 30%
depending on size and maturity of captive



Direct Writing Captive
◦ Issues policies directly to parent, does not use fronting
company
◦ May result in complying with non-admitted insurer regs
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Selecting Lines of Business
◦ WC, GL, PL, EPL



Setting Premiums
◦ Guaranteed cost, retrospective, etc..



Determining Domicile
◦ Foreign or domestic domicile; regulations and tax considerations



Dedicated Management Resources of Parent



Administering the Plan



Insuring Third Party Business



Financial Accounting Issues
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